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“Vivid portraits” of individuals and subcultures by a writer who “unmasks the assumptions we
make about what counts as normal” (The New York Times). They are outsiders who seek to
redefine fields from mental health to diplomacy to music. They push boundaries and transform

ideas. They include filmmakers crowdsourcing their work, transgender and autistic activists, and
Occupy Wall Street’s “alternative bankers.” These people create and package themselves in a

practice cultural critic Alissa Quart dubs “identity innovation.” In this “fascinating” book, Quart

introduces us to individuals who have created new structures to keep themselves sane, fulfilled,

and, on occasion, paid. This deeply reported book shows how these groups now gather,
organize, and create new communities and economies. Without a middleman, freed of
established media, and highly mobile, unusual ideas and cultures are able to spread more

quickly and find audiences and allies. Republic of Outsiders is a critical examination of those for
whom being rebellious, marginal, or amateur is a source of strength (Barbara Ehrenreich). “Even

if you don’t consider yourself an outsider or a rebel, Quart’s book has several lessons for

creative work, particularly when it comes to making art outside a heavily commercial system.” —
Fast Company “One of the smartest cultural interpreters of her generation. In Republic of

Outsiders, she mixes sharp-eyed analysis with an empathetic heart. The result is a great read,

and a brand-new lens through which to view outsiders, insiders—and ourselves.” —Susan Cain,
author of Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking
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INTRODUCTIONAn artist who is also autistic argues for the value of thinking differently in a

world that would rather cure her. A group of financial outsiders, sick of what they believe is a
corrupt traditional financial system, are struggling to start their own bank. Cutting-edge scientists

work to create artificial meat in labs, in the hopes of changing the lives of creatures around the

planet. Bedroom rockers and micro music labels draw cult followings, never even dreaming of
attracting major labels or reaching the Top 40. Film collectives and video sharers band together

in spaces outside Hollywood’s stranglehold. Bipolar people meet up around the country and are
so ambitious about their own insanity that they claim the name Mad Pride. A new type of gender
activist struggles against mainstream images of what it means to be female or male, and also

the confines of gender itself. Crafters and urban farmers make or grow every shirt or vegetable

they consume.These are social outsiders and renegades who rethink what it really means to

think differently. And they are just some of the amateurs, dreamers, and rebels who now
compose an America within America, making up what I call the Republic of Outsiders.The rebels
in this book are trying to live—and, sometimes, earn a living—outside the mainstream. They
offer us alternatives by rejecting the dictates of convention. Using technology to dispense their

cultural products or their ideas, they shake off the traditional constraints. While in the past being

a social rebel—identifying as marginal or off-kilter or unprofessional—meant that it was unlikely
you ever would reach wide audiences or change minds, the Internet has altered this equation,
mostly for the better, though sometimes for worse. Today social rebels may try to bypass major

manufacturers or conventional distributors. They may enjoy a more direct, more personal
relationship with their audiences. They may reject outright typically distant, industrialized
relationships between makers and users. Thanks to improved technology, they gather and
organize much more easily now and turn their subcultural positions into strengths rather than
weaknesses. These creative outsiders push up against the constraints—some legal, others

more tacit—that society places upon them.While all of these groups may seem at first to be

disparate, they are all people on the fringes of American culture who are using similar
mechanisms to get their messages, identities, ideas, or products to others like themselves and

to the broader society. The people in this book represent not one sort of resistance but a

continuum of rebellion. Yet all live out their beliefs and values more fully than many of us who
tend to express our endorsement of difficult positions, identities, or causes simply by liking, Digging, retweeting, donning plastic bracelets, or complaining in online comments.Instead of relying

on “likes” on Facebook, these outsiders work to create identities more authentic than those
offered or imposed by mainstream society, in a process I call “identity innovation.” These

identities are often rooted in larger communities that act as a shield from and a challenge to the

dominant culture.Most of the people in this book share what I think of as post-identity politics—
they are part of marginal groups united by chosen politics and tastes. Even the groups in this
book who are initially outsiders by dint of more traditional identity markers—their mental illness,
their gender nonconformity—now occupy specialized chosen niches such as Mad Pride or trans
feminism.More than forty years after “coolness” became a product heavily sold to American

teenagers and then adults via blue jeans and rock ’n’ roll, the people in this book represent a
range of responses to the commercialization of, well, everything. Today, many acts of rebellion

have become extremely elaborate negotiations with commercial culture. In a market-driven
country where capitalism is all-consuming, most of the outsiders in this book respond to

American entrepreneurialism with their own kind of cultural entrepreneurship. During a financial
crisis, facing the inevitability of high unemployment and a contraction of the national economy,

they often must piece together their own economic exchanges, as they have no other choice.By

innovating in this way, they are taking their lives into their own hands. We have long received our
information, therapy, films, and even vegetables from authoritative sources: from insiders,
trained or ordained to dispense this knowledge or cultural products. Most of the rebels in this

book are changing that equation. They are proud amateurs who are doing for themselves and for
others what only experts and professionals once did. They refuse simply to be a passive
audience or designated consumers.The traditional duality between insider and outsider has, to
some extent, broken down. Media renegades, for instance, tend to be people who in a previous

era would have been marginalized from established newspaper and media culture; now they

create separate spheres where their voices are often more popular than the output of traditional

news organizations. But then the most popular of these once-outsider voices are seemingly

inevitably swallowed up by the big media brands. Or take a look at formerly fringe stances such
as “animal protection,” which has become so familiar that it’s appropriated by burger

franchises.So what constitutes rebellion, originality, and resistance in a culture of remix? What is

rebellious thought? In fact, what does it mean to be an outsider in a contemporary culture where
“selling out” has almost become an honorific?The results vary, of course. Sometimes rebels’
attempts fail. Sometimes they succeed on their own terms. Whether these identity innovators fail
or succeed, the outcomes can be attributed to the aggressively viral and short life span new

ideas are now afforded in America. The line between the outsider and the establishment seems
to shift by the day. Once upon a time, an established band or a musician disseminating music

from her own small label was maverick or newsworthy; a few years later, that’s closer to the

industry standard. Some of the cases in the book, such as the once-disruptive technologies I

first reported on years ago and considered for inclusion in these pages, including Craigslist and

Pandora, have since become part of a new establishment. Craigslist radicalized sales and
publishing, but sooner rather than later its owner had been recast as a kindly philanthropist

whose site the New York Times dubbed stodgy and reactionary.This trajectory isn’t entirely
surprising. In the last two generations, centrist culture in the United States has taken on and

been enriched by novel, countercultural ideas, movements, and products, including civil rights,

workplace safety laws, community antismoking campaigns, “green” architecture and cars, and
the widening acceptance of gays (even in the military). And the digital has altered what’s inside

the categories “outsider,” “indie culture,” and “niche market”: the Web has increased visibility at
the margins because every rebel or amateur can publish or post his or her opinion. There is also

a chance of anyone’s output going viral. That in itself changes what is considered outsider or
marginal and how “fringe culture” operates: alternative or subcultures no longer assume their

messages are for the few or the like-minded. The idea of a mainstream is, at the very least, a
useful cliché. Yet it becomes less of a cliché when we recognize that all cultures—the
establishment culture included—are dynamic.Of course, today’s forces of rebellious style can
also act as mere supplements to the mainstream. The stances, practices, or styles are often

borrowed and watered down. Sometimes these outsiders are voluntarily co-opted, or what I call
“self-co-opted,” offered up to a more homogenous populace by the renegades themselves.While

the Internet has enabled saboteurs, it has also created an ephemeral culture where alternatives
to the mainstream arise only to crash almost instantly or be absorbed into the established order

overnight. Instead of a broad-based participatory democracy, digital culture has given us millions
of fragments; while some offer a respite from the endless churn of late capitalism, the escape

provided is usually fleeting.This is not the first era in which this has occurred. Throughout history,
movements, aesthetics, and disruptive technologies would eventually be formalized,
institutionalized, and capitalized. Outsider styles would be borrowed by insiders and ultimately
mainstreamed. Sociologist Philip Selznick popularized the word co-optation to describe this

process when he wrote an analysis of the Tennessee Valley Authority’s relationship with
community groups and elites in the 1930s. For Selznick and others, co-optation is the process
by which a dominant group copies or steals another group’s ideas, style, or practices.In his book

The Conquest of Cool, Thomas Frank tracked the more recent history of this process. Frank

wrote critically about how commoditization of “the alternative” was a hallmark of 1960s
counterculture, which was quickly copied and neutralized by Madison Avenue as admen
welcomed nonconformists as consumers. Frank further claimed that some advertisers presaged

—and even triggered—youth rebellion.More than ten years ago, when I was researching my first
book, Branded, I also tracked the co-optation process, at a time when teen and tween girls’ very

identities were being invaded by niche marketing to an unprecedented degree: the teens
themselves were being co-opted by large companies to market to one another. Scattered groups
of teenagers and school officials tried to rebel in a process I called “unbranding,” a complicated
endeavor that often required its rebels to have a strong anticorporate style—a sort of renegade

sales pitch—to combat soda sponsorship in the schools or reclaim public spaces where they
could hang out. It was clear to me then and is even more apparent now that we live in a clever

capitalist society that shapes our attempts to resist.The rebels in this book take the tactics the

“unbranded” teens and teachers used much further. But they also are more likely to try to take

control of their own commoditization and achieve a truce with the mainstream, concocting novel
ways of negotiating the straits. The aim for all of these outsiders, however, is to incarnate their
authentic selves, while recognizing that spreading their ideas among “the normal” may require

compromise. It’s a type of co-optation that keeps us constrained by allowing us to loosen our
strictures—but only slightly, within limits that keep dominant powers safe. While people do

function outside of established institutions, there are plenty of conditions that limit or codify their
activities. The self-co-opting tendency of some of today’s outsiders has its limits: defining animal
rights by "happy meats" at Whole Foods can be great, but it doesn’t always lead to changes in

policy or law.For all the unlimited access of the digital age, there is also an upsweep of
ignorance, mindless and sometimes dangerous outsiders, and irritating and self-promoting

pranksters. Political theorist Jodi Dean has rightfully called our period one of “communicative
capitalism”: we converse and interface endlessly, but all the transferred information and data

flow doesn’t ensure that any tangible meaning gets through. Experts once had been defined,

selected, and mediated by journalists and their institutions, but now soi-disant experts present
their knowledge unmediated and out loud online. An “expert” can be an autism activist such as
actress Jenny McCarthy, who insists that vaccines caused her son Evan’s neurological disorder

—a claim with near-zero support in scientific literature. Is this sort of communication meaningful
or effective? Her main defense is the line “My science is Evan.”McCarthy’s celebrity voice can

define a debate, blotting out esteemed science writers who have repeatedly and completely
debunked the antivaccine claims. An opinion page editor on a major metropolitan newspaper
told me that when he assembled a group of bloggers to accompany the daily print page, he

knew he was in trouble when one of them, a professed conservative, informed him, “I won’t be

consulting any mainstream sources for my facts. I don’t trust them anymore. It’s the bloggers for
me.” Other problematic outsiders include pseudo-outsider types such as the discredited graffiti

artist Shepard Fairey or the founders and early adopters of dirty hacker paradises such as
4Chan; these are not the best this generation of alternos has embraced or produced.Not all
possible outsiders have made it into this book, of course. For example, the natural birth

advocates and the lactivists whose once-renegade movement has succeeded—to the point that
formula has become much harder to obtain in hospitals—aren’t here. Neither are right-to-lifers,

exemplars of the new American atheist movement, single parents, or married gay couples. Nor

have I included many other outliers: the people I interviewed who were into DIY birth, having
babies without anyone else on the premises; the gun stockpilers; the Northern California Zen
visionaries; the low-calorie crowd seeking eternal life through near-starvation; the raw milk

aficionados; the Tea Party; and even the freegans, clad in torn jeans, Dumpster-diving for

discarded apples and pears. I got as many as I could on these pages, however. My goal wasn’t
to provide a comprehensive overview of modern rebellion but rather to investigate a series of
examples. By placing these seemingly unlike cases alongside one another, I saw better what

they shared: stakes, goals, and practices.In the middle of the nineteenth century, at a
Woodstock-like convention—a sort of politicized proto–Burning Man—held in Rutland, Vermont,
marginal or paradigm-shifting journalists exchanged their samizdat, blog-like journals. At the

Rutland Reform Convention in 1858, these free-love advocates, ultra-abolitionists, vegans, and
female atheists had their penny papers and free journals in support of their lost (and found)

causes. They spread the word about the communities’ then-radical outlooks and used their print
platforms to criticize the government. In an age of rapid change due to industrialization, they

espoused dozens of enlightened ideas, including the end of slavery. They also championed
temperance, pacifism, mesmerism, and law reform. America has long been a country of cultural
tribes, spread out and fragmented.The country has been an incubator for the alternative

viewpoints of those who wander off the predictable path, from the Transcendentalists to the
hippies, from the Moderns to members of Esalen, from feminists to punks. Resistance embodied
by these groups has taken many forms, from geographic self-isolation to distanced intellectual

critique. And every generation has eventually found a home for at least a few subsets of
individuals whose criticisms and opposition affected larger cultural trends.This book is a portrait
of some of these outsiders along with outsiders who are becoming insiders. The identity

innovators in these pages occupy spaces where the broader society hadn’t thought to or

wouldn’t deign to inhabit. They do so in the shadow of the abject failure of a number of
established institutions. To my mind, they are radical extensions of the teenagers and teachers I

encountered when writing Branded who were trying to fight back against advertising in their
textbooks and corporate invasion of public space. Skeptical smart-set types may claim from time
to time that there are no subcultures anymore. On the contrary, there are a seemingly infinite

number—so many, in fact, that they are everywhere, challenging notions of outsider and
insider.When I went looking for the shape resistance might take as of 2012, Occupy Wall Street

was still a prime example. In 2011, its motley brigades charged up the masses to describe

wealth and power and an outsider majority with such catchphrases as “the 1 percent,” “the 99
percent,” and even the multiuse “Occupy.” After the physical Occupy protests in New York City’s

Zuccotti Park were forcibly shut down in November 2011, many people continued the protest,

organizing May Day actions and creating Occupy working groups of all kinds. One legacy of the
movement may be linguistic, the language used to frame who is inside and who is outside: the

“occupiers” are simultaneously marginal outsiders and, in terms of “percent,” the vast majority of

the citizenry, a sort of alternative entrepreneurialism where what is “sold” is an idea and a set of
values rather than a pair of heels or a badge.Nonprofessional enthusiasts are flourishing in an

era when purported professionals—politicians, pundits, weapons inspectors, emergency relief
agents—seem to fail us at every turn. The incompetence of these experts, from the Hurricane

Katrina debacle of 2005 to the bank collapse and then the bailout of 2008, which led to an
ongoing recession, not only has motivated amateurs to take matters into their own hands but
also has, not coincidentally, become a common target of criticism for them. We are at a

crossroads where it can seem like every mainstream institution is hurting us, from the too-big-to-

fail banks to the lobbyist-saturated government and the laugh-track entertainment industry. Yet
there’s a silver lining in all of this, along the lines of Nikolai Chernyshevsky’s purported remark

“The worse, the better.”There is strength in the uncooked, the untrained, and even the unpaid.

The people in this book often started on the outsider path when their trust in authority faltered

and they fell back on their own intelligence to survive. They have created unusual, idiosyncratic
identities in a superficial and financially damaged America. We can all learn from the new
renegades and their unique ways of life.
Republic of Deshaun Watson
Squeezed: Why Our Families Can't Afford America

NB, “Interesting read. I enjoyed reading about groups of people who have banned together for

their cause. There isn't anything in the mainstream I have found providing an inside look at what
some people face in life and how they have managed to help each other and themselves. Very
worthwhile education in humanity.”

A-ESS-EFF, “Five Stars. GOOD STUFF!”
Jeff Commissaris, “Worth reading. In this book, the author overviews how the Internet and

people that live their lives outside the boxes of conformity are changing the landscape. Even
though they may be on the far fringes of society, they are slowly re-shaping the mainstream

society as a whole. Each chapter goes through different ways this is being done, be it
healthcare, Hollywood, business, banking, and a few other things she talks about, and the
opposition and individualist thinking to this.An interesting read, and it's a good thing we have

these groups of people or we'd be living in a world filled with mass-consuming, drug-induced,

carbon-copy religion, do-as-your-told robots. The book could get a bit redundant to me at times,
however, as the theme is stretched and stretched to make it into a full-length book.”

Avid reader, “Brilliant Book. This is a fantastic book - timely, intelligent, brilliantly agnostic yet
appreciative about subjects of subcultures more used to being judged than understood. As with

Quart's other books, this is journalism at its renegade best - as much poetry as reportage, it
draws its observations from and about the way we live now with an insight, historical
consciousness and sense of the bigger picture so conspicuously lacking elsewhere. Alissa

Quart never fears to identify and name a trend, a phenomenon, an epoch, a culture; she
recognizes her outsiders by their tools and weapons, their virtues and flaws, their delusions,

their idioms, their dress codes... but she never fails to treat her subjects with care, with respect,

with a generosity borne out of genuine curiosity, and sometimes even hope. Her outsiders are

diverse and often strange, but they are never, in her hands, freakish. It's great to meet the
people she has interviewed in a book that knows the theories underpinning so many of the
movements and ideas behind various identity-formations and online or off-line activism, but
which knows, too, that theory is one thing and practice is another - here, in this book, are the
people who take ideas seriously enough to live by them. I cannot recommend it highly enough.”

RaK206, “Immensely Insightful Counterculture Exploration. Alissa Quart's new book is an

immensely insightful exploration of counterculture, identity innovation, and the boundaries that

divide the marginal from the mainstream. Although she brings the carefully calibrated objectivity

of a journalist to her examination of these myriad "alternative" groups, there's also something

extremely compassionate, almost reverent, in her portrayal of those who are defining
themselves in radical terms; in opposition to the status quo. The book's central tenant is that

there is immense value to be gained by observing the radical activities being enacted on the
margins. Quart contends that the internet age has allowed for the amplification of renegade

voices -- on topics as far ranging as mental illness, feminism, banking, and the generation of art,
and that there's something, not everything, but something to be gained by listening. Through

painstaking research, and wonderful prose, Quart delivers a message from the "outside" to the

"inside," a message of examples that may serve as great instruction for a culture searching for
the tools of authentic expression, activist empowerment, and community connection.”

Mama Lit, “A really great read. I picked up this book thinking I'd be reading about somewhat
marginal communities, only to realize that it offers powerful insights about the making of the
mainstream. It was so much fun to read about the creative subcultures Quart chose as her focus.

Exposing the "hidden circuitry" of how we are influenced, she explains how identities are created

and refined, and how we move forward as a culture. Some of what's on the margins of today will

be at the center tomorrow. I highly recommend this book for anyone with an interest in
community, cultural interpretation, and the present-day political climate.”

The book by Alissa Quart has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 13 people have provided feedback.
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